Fantasy & Ruin in the ju
ngles
D.R. Bartlette explores Las Pozas in Mexico
A writer turned me on to Las Pozas, in
Xilitla, Mexico. Fifteen years ago, the poet
Don Lee told me tales of a strange place in
the jungles of San Luis Potosí. In dark,
blurry snapshots, surreal spires and
nonsensical sculptures emerged from the
dense green vegetation.There were tilting
gateways that opened to nothing and
psychedelic eyes peering from ridiculous
vantage points. I dreamed of seeing it with
my own eyes. In the intervening years, I
learned everything I could about Las Pozas.
It was conceived by Edward James, a
ridiculously wealthy English eccentric who
dabbled in poetry and the arts. He
surrounded himself with artists, particularly
surrealists, and was a major patron of
Salvador Dalí and René Magritte, among
others. His collection of paintings and
objects d’art was later recognized as the
finest surrealist collection in private hands.
“Edward James is crazier than all the
surrealists put together”, Dalí said of him.
“They pretend, but he is the real thing”.
He moved to Mexico in the 1940s to grow
orchids. As the story goes, James had been
walking along a footbridge over one of the
pools (pozas) in the jungle near Xilitla
when suddenly, thousands of monarch
butterflies arose from all around, nearly
blocking out the sun. He took it as a sign
and bought the site immediately.
James turned his new home into a
demented menagerie: he owned parrots,
boa constrictors, giant butterflies, kinkajous,
ocelots, ducks, deer, peacocks, crocodiles
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and several dogs and cats.There are
rumours that he often made his staff work
in the nude; James himself frequently
eschewed clothing.

When a freak snowstorm killed all his
orchids in the early 1960s, he decided to
create flowers that no ice could kill.With
the help of Plutarco Gastelum, a local
architect, he began work on his “Enchanted
Garden”. It took nearly 20 years and cost
him more than $5 million US. Its
construction employed as many as 150
people at a time; today, there is scarcely a
person in Xilitla who doesn’t have an uncle
or brother-in-law who worked on the
project.
Las Pozas, as the garden is called now, was
completed – or at least as completed as it
will ever be – in 1979. After his death in
1984, James left the place to Gastelum and
his family, but they could scarcely afford the
upkeep. For the next decade, time and
neglect took their toll: the exotic animals
were released into the wild while the
sculptures became overgrown and decayed.
It wasn’t until 1995 that the public was
even allowed into the property. As for the
Gastelum family, they run a bed and
breakfast in Xilitla catering to visitors to
Las Pozas. Posada El Castillo, where James
himself would stay when in town, is filled
with James’ artwork and has many design
elements from Las Pozas. Its in-town
location makes it convenient, and it offers

shuttles to Las Pozas for its guests.
However, my husband and I were set on
staying in the park, so we opted for renting
one of the cabañas at Las Pozas.
Las Pozas is about two hours’ ride south of
Ciudad Valles, itself a tourist center for
campers, hikers, kayakers and cavers.We
chatted with a friendly local man during the
bus ride - me, practicing my Spanish, he,
practicing his English. All around us were
steep, slender mountains dripping with
vines.The man – his name was Victor –
taught me the names of the flowering trees
I spotted out the window, their orange-red
petals escaping in the slightest breeze,
fluttering like firecrackers against the dark
green of the jungle: frambollan.
The bus driver dropped us off close to the
park, at a gravel road with a cryptic sign.
Normally I’m quite good with maps, but it
was really guesswork and intuition that
guided us to head left. After a good halfhour hike down a rutted dirt road, past tiny
cinderblock houses with steep yards staked
out against the jungle, the entrance to Las
Pozas came into view.
Like most things in Mexico, the entrance is
unimpressive. Dusty cars and dented pickup
trucks were parked along the side of the
road, and there was no clear entrance sign.
Above us, on the side of the mountain, we
could see the white tips of the tallest
structures poking through the trees.The
only way to enter the park is past a small

refresquería, or snack stand. Since Jason
speaks no Spanish, I did all the talking. I had
called earlier to make reservations, so I
approached the boy behind the counter,
who couldn’t have been older than 16, to
ask where we should check in.Without
answering me, he yelled out for a porter.
The porter led us down a stone path
strewn with frambollan petals, through the
Queen’s Ring, where on either side of us,
tall mosaic snakes seemed to dance and
odd pagodas or mushrooms bloomed amid
the green vines.We followed him beneath a
complex, unfinished building where large
concrete leaves emerged from the ground
and the walls stood at strange angles,
unfinished and moist.The smell of damp
earth was strong, but pleasant. Near the far
corner, a slice of light shone through, and in
that slim gap, concrete stairs led up and
away.The stairs were narrow and steep,
and we had to squeeze sideways between
walls and around corners before emerging
into the brilliant sunlight again.The cabaña

Above all, the windows – despite the
ubiquitous iron bars – opened out to a
spectacular view of the jungle and the
mountains in the distance. At night, we
could see the lights of the town of Xilitla
on the other side of the valley.

Our time spent at Las Pozas was like a
dream. Each morning, we would wake up
and practice a little Edward James-style
nudism in our cabaña over a breakfast of
fresh fruit. Early in the morning, it would
sometimes rain, and when it did, an orange-

There are more than 228 steel-reinforced
concrete sculptures and structures in Las
Pozas, with names like “The House with
Three Stories That Might be Five” and
“Temple of the Ducks”.Wandering among
them, it gives you the feeling of having
stumbled upon the ruins of some ancient
Elven civilization. Mold, lichens and
bromeliads have taken over, so that nature
itself becomes part of the sculpture.The
natural and the man-made flow together so
well, it’s hard to tell where one ends and
the other begins.The perspective stretches
the mind: one building may tower over you,
seemingly built for giants. Another may be
as tiny as a child’s playhouse. All around

was plain, square cinderblock, painted
turquoise and coral. Inside, it was clean and
roomy, if a bit moldy; the beds were small
and stiff, but the tilework was beautiful.

and-black bird fluttered against our window
screen, trying to get in. After getting
dressed, we ventured out in the stifling
June heat, our patio sprinkled with red

you, the trees – which are several stories
high – are covered in plants and more
plants, some with leaves bigger than a man.
The growth is so dense that at times, you

At the entrance to the park, they give out
poorly drawn maps that are more
confusing than helpful. After the first day,
we threw the map away.There is no logic
to the park, anyway.The paths wind
through the jungle, hidden branches lead to
graceful, complex structures that invite
exploration, or, other times, they simply
dwindle away to nothing in the dense
growth.

frambollan petals like a bride’s path.We
would pick a trail and follow it until we
reached the end, or got tired or hungry,
whichever came first. In the evenings, we
sat on the patio and watched the sun set,
the bats fluttering around us, hunting the
bugs attracted to the light.

“ it gives you the feeling of having stumbled upon
the ruins of some ancient Elven civilization. Mold,
lichens and bromeliads have taken over ”

can’t see some structures until you are
right next to them, so they almost seem to
appear out of nowhere.

tolerate the frigid water.The top pool is at
the base of a steep, white waterfall, where
the water is both clear and glass-green.

though, a wealthy consortium is set to buy
the site for an estimated $2.2 million US.
Although the infusion of cash and labor is

Everything is altogether unexpected: hidden
doors lead to rooms with magical artwork,
an elaborate fountain pumps no water,
gates open to nothing and stairs lead to
nowhere. Here, a small pair of concrete
hands emerges from the ground.There, a
bridge that looks like face, when viewed
from the right perspective. Along one side
of the park, icy cold, spring-fed water
cascades down a series of small pools,
some of which are large enough to splash
around in, if you can

Around the pool, a few man-made touches
– short, rounded support columns, a low
retaining wall – blend into the mosscovered rocks and long, trailing vines.

much needed, there is no telling what the
park will become under this new
arrangement.

“ everything is altogether unexpected: hidden doors
lead to rooms with magical artwork, an elaborate
fountain pumps no water, gates open to nothing ”

footprints:

When to go:

There’s virtually no rain in October and
April, and very little the rest of the year. June
and July are hot and August is very busy.

Useful websites:

www.visitmexico.com
www.architecturalescapes.com
www.junglegossip.com
www.mexico-travel.com

Since we were there during the hottest
month of year, there weren’t many other
tourists around. Maybe it’s because of its
isolated location, or the oddball nature of
the park, but it has never attracted enough
tourist dollars to pay for the
extensive upkeep and
restoration it needs. According
to a recent Guardian article,

What not to miss:

Try out a ookery course in Oaxaca or
Merida
Snorkelling or diving in the Caribbean
Archeologcal sites such as Chichen
Itza or Palenque
Indian markets around San Cristobal
de las Casas in the highlands
The margarita cocktails!

Our last day in Las Pozas, I sat at the edge
of the top pool, facing the waterfall, the
cool air rushing against my face.The sun
shone down on me through a small
opening in the lacy green canopy. I sat
there a long time, trying to commit its
beauty to memory, like a prayer.
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The basics:

Capital: Mexico City
GMT: -6 to -8
Language: Spanish
Currency: Mexican Peso
Population: 108 million

What will things cost me?
Bottle of water - pesos 8.50
Dinner - pesos 75
Beer - pesos 22

